We offer our trusted reputation in the field of manufacture and export of shade
solutions Awnings & Canopies,Tensile Membrane Structures,Car parking
structures,SS Canopies,Domes,Prefabricated structures And Polycarbonate
Structures

- Profile -

We are the leading manufacturers and exporters of high quality Tensile
Membrane Structures,Polycarbonate Structures,Prefabricated Structures & Car
Parking Structures. We are a trusted name in the field and have built our
reputation over the years with the excellent products and service we offer. Our
hallmark is superior quality, timely delivery and our capability to provide a host
of valued added services on our range of products. Guru Nanak Shades and
Structures were established in the year 1999 and have upheld its reputation for
excellent and sustained service.
While our shade solutions are known for the difference they make and the
wonderful shade protection environment they create, our tensile or fixed
structures are known for their unique style and patterns, created through an
inventive and forward looking approach. Be it the posh yet ground to earth
publicity campaigns of BSNL, the bubbling ads of Pepsi, the mouth watering
delights of Cream bell, the fun world of PVR Cinemas and the basic thought that
warms you Barista; we rise to every challenge with ease and felicity.

Awnings & Canopies:
We are engaged in offering a comprehensive range of Awnings & Canopies,tents and
umbrellas which not only provides shade from the sun but also keeps out heat and lowers
the electric bill. These are easy to maintain and retains room brightness and protects indoor
furnishings and carpeting from fading.
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Tensile Structures:
We offer a wide range of Tensile Structures. Tensile Membrane Structures
Suppliers/Manufactures Tensile fabric/membrane structures are used in a variety of
applications from clearspan, multi sport domes to remediation enclosures. A range of ms
and ss frame, membrane and building options guarantees we have a membrane structure
solution to meet all your building needs.
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Residential Awnings:
Our clients can avail from us a wide range of Residential Awnings which are available in the
market at highly competitive prices. Our products come in multitudes of colors, patterns &
designs and are widely used in residential areas. Our range of product includes Residential
Fixed Awnings, Residential Retractable Awnings, Residential Sheds and Residential Terrace
Awnings.
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Car Parking Structures:
Car Parking Structures Suppliers/manufacturers in India/New Delhi
We provide a wide range of Residential & commercial Car Parking Sheds/structures which is
widely appreciated by our clients for easy installation and negligible maintenance. These
are available in the various customized sizes & dimensions and can be easily installed by the
end user.
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Steel Space Frame Structures:
We are engaged in offering a wide range of Space Frame Structures which is available at
industry leading prices. Our products enhance the aesthetic appeal of public places & office
buildings and can be customized as per the client’s requirement.
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Fibreglass Structures:
Fibre Glass Sheds For outdors are used for indoors of places where parties and events are
organised. They give classy and spacious look to the occasion .They are made up of beautiful
kinds of fibre glass. We offer them at very reasonable and pocket friendly prices. They are
available in various shapes, sizes and colours as per clients?
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Gazebo:
A beautiful yellow and white striped shade is used for creating a secluded and shaded area.
In the leafy and green vistas of a garden the gazebo can build an area into a zone where you
can spend many a relaxing hour. The thin pillars that support it further seclude the area.
With some plants to add to the look it looks a fine place.
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Commercial Awnings:
We are engaged in offering a wide range of Commercial Awnings which includes Commercial
Terrace Awnings, Commercial Window Awnings, Commercial Retractable Awnings,
Commercial Awnings and Commercial Drop Arms Awnings. Along with these, we also offer
Commercial Fixed Awnings, Commercial Fixed Awnings, Commercial Terrace Awnings,
Commercial Window Awnings and Commercial Retractable Awnings.
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Garden Awnings:
We are engaged in offering an exquisite range of Garden Awnings which is extensively used
in Residential, shops, offices, factories, farm houses, hotels and other allied areas. These
are available in different designs, shapes & sizes and are highly appreciated for their easy
usage, low maintenance and smooth finishing.
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Sheds & Structures:
Our clients can avail from us an exotic range of Sheds & Structures which can be easily
installed and dismantled by the user. These are highly demanded across the engineering
industry and are known for their cutting edge features such as sturdy construction,
resistance to corrosion and tolerance to various temperature range and weather change.
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Tents & Umbrellas:
We are engaged in offering a comprehensive range of Tents & Umbrellas which includes
Tents, Umbrellas, Wooden Umbrellas and Cottage Tents. Manufactured using premium
quality raw material, these are known for their various features such as color fastness,
optimum quality and cost effective prices.
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Window Blinds:
The main function of Window Blinds is to control the amount of light entering the room
using the blinds. These are available in various designs, colors, sizes and patterns. Our range
of window blinds is a perfect blend of simple and contemporary styles. The window blinds
designed by us is known for their attractive looks, innovative designs, longer service life and
perfect finish.
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Outdoor and Indoor Advertising:
The range of Outdoor and Indoor Advertising products offered by us is widely used for
various promotional and advertising activities. We specialize in the field of customization
and offer the exact design of the display as specified by our consumers. These products are
known for their visual-appeal, longer shelf life and economical prices.
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Polycarbonate Domes:
Polycarbonate structures Domes are beautiful curved structures made up raw material. We
are market leaders in manufacturing domes of high quality.They are generally used by the
structures associated with religious beliefs. Many Temples and mosques use them to
enhance the height, look and visibility. In India, we have captured a huge market catering
to diverse kinds of customers.
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Enterance Structures:
Path Way Structureare known for their high tensile strength and long lasting feature. They
give an exclusive and high end look to the building. We offer them in varying thickness of
raw material used to manufacture them. Customer satisfaction is our greatest priority. We
offer them at very reasonable and pocket friendly prices.
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Garden Gazebo:
Make your garden more attractive and accessible with our range of garden gazebos. Your
stay in the garden can be a joyful time under the shade. The option of a cooler place in the
outdoors to spend your time is an advantage not to be missed. So try our garden gazebos
and see the difference they make
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Polycarbonate Structures:
Buildings need polycarbonate structures for shade, protection and to enhance looks. Yet you
don't want to diminish the natural light streaming through. Thereby polycarbonate awnings
are ideal as they let in light, are tougher than glass and have a varied range. They are also
more cost efficient.
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Stanless Steel Canopies:
Glass Canopy suppliers/manufacturers in india/new delhi
We are engaged in the manufacturing of high quality canopies at our manufacturing facility.
They are made up the highest grade material, which we source from credible vendors, to
ensure the quality of product to our trusted customers. These are generally used by
facilities/ institutions which have huge entrances.
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Roofing Structures:
we provide a comprehensive range of Roofing Fibre Sheds.
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Umbrellas:
Garden Umbrellas Suppliers/Manufacturers in India/New Delhi
Center Pole Umbrella can bring your logo out to a whole new level of usefulness. Used
ideally at outdoor locations and road shows they are an ideal medium to attract attention.
Used extensively for having product demos at malls, shopping areas and outside housing
complexes.
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- Company Factsheet -

Year of Establishment

1999

Nature of Business

Manufacturer
Exporter
Wholesaler

Total Number of
Employees

11 to 25 People

- Contact Us -

Contact Details:
Guru Nanak Industries

Mr. H. S. Narang
A - 159, S. P. Mukhrjee Market, Jhandawalan Industriel Area, Rani Jhansi Road,
Behind Patrol Pump
New Delhi, Delhi - 110 055, India
Website: www.tentsandtensilestructures.com

